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Before installing， please scan the QR codes below to watch our easy step-by-step installation video.
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Preparing for installation

1 Checking the delivery set

User manual

E S

User manual Strike parts LatchRubber pads

Key hole cover

Need Help? Contact Customer Support
Visit: https://www.datoaihome.com/pages/technical-support.
Email: service@datoiot.com. 

2 Installation tools 
a M4 Phillips screwdriver if mounting holes are ready.

PinSpindle Screws for strike
plate x4 

Keys & Key hole
cover pin 

Connecting 
screws x2

Mounting 
screws x2

Exterior handle Interior handle
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a. Door Thickness:             (30~53mm).
b. Door lock mounting hole diameter range (single round hole):    -       .
c. Distance from the center of the lock mounting hole to the door profile (      or      ).

3 Inspection of door specifications
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Visit: https://www.datoaihome.com/pages/technical-support
Service line : (929)336-6777
Email: service@datoiot.com

Please don﹂t return it to the store
let us help you first



Confirm the door opening direction (leftward or rightward， inward or outward) according to the picture below.

CHOOSE THE CORRECT HANDING

Hinges on the left
Open outward

Hinges on the right
Open outward

Hinges on the left

Open inward

RIGHT HAND DOOR (RH) LEFT HAND DOOR (LH)

Hinges on the right

Outside the room

Inside the room

Open inward

RIGHT HAND REVERSE DOOR (RHR) LEFT HAND REVERSE DOOR (LHR)
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Door lock installation
1  Latch Bolt Installation

a. Adjust the Latch bolt according to the distance between the center of the keyhole and the edge of the door  
    (make sure the latch basket is in place of       or      ). 
b. Determine the orientation of the latch bolt plane according to the door opening direction. (Refer to Article 
   3-d of Chapter ﹃Preparing for installation﹄). The beveled side of the latch should face the jamb.
c. Fix the latch bolt into your door， and fix the strike plate w/ dust box into the door frame.
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8/ 2 "
3
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Screws for strike plate 
Angle faces jamb

Adjust the latch 
basket lenght

60 OR 70
mm
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2 Handle adjustment 
a. The default setting is right handle， if your door is left handle door please adjust the limit plate to the position 
   limiting the handle lifting.
b. Install the spindle to the exterior handle， insert the pin to fix the spindle on the the exterior handle， bend the 
   ends of pin to prevent disengagement， and adjust the direction of fixing pin according to the door direction.

The default setting is right handle. If your door is a RIGHT hand 
door，only need to turn the pin parallel to the handle.

Interior handle

Pin

Exterior handle

Interior handle

Exterior handle

For right hand door

If your door is LEFT hand door， please unscrew and adjust the limit 
plate for interior and exterior handle， then screw it.  And turn the 
pin perpendicular to the handle.

Pin

Limit plate

For left hand door
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3: Install the batteries into the exterior handle

Note: No need to install batteries in the interior handle.
        only the outside handle (the one with the 
        fingerprint reader) needs batteries.

5: Pass the exterior (outside) handle with spindle
    and screws through the latch bolt. Remember
    protective rubber pad

Top-Down View

a. When the external handle is turned， the door 
    should remain tightly locked (without the fingerprint 
    input for identification).
b. When ANY fingerprint is input for identification， and 
    the handle is turned， the door should open    
    successfully.
   (Only after initializing an admin， the door will reject 
   fingerprints， and additional users can prepared.)

6: Testing the fundamental functions

4: Mount the connecting screws on the 
    exterior handle

Planed endRound end

Pin



a. Insert the interior handle from the other side of the door 
   by aligning the quad slot with the spindle (remember to 
   insert the rubber pad in advance).
b. Tighten and secure the rear handle with two mounting 
   screws into the screw holes of the connecting screws 
   coming from the front handle.

7 Finishing the Installation

a. When the front (exterior) handle is turned， the door should be tightly locked without the fingerprint input for  
   identification. Upon correct and authorized fingerprint input， the door should open successfully when turning the 
   door handle.
   Note: If you find that fingerprints could not be identified after setting up a fingerprint (fingerprint record failed)，
            please refer to the instruction book to do fingerprint registration again.
b. Turn the internal (interior) handle  - then should open.

8 Test after the installation
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Need Help? Contact Customer Support
Visit: https://www.datoaihome.com/pages/technical-support.
Email: service@datoiot.com. 

Note: Please fix the screws near door frame firstly， 
        then turn the handle to fix the other one.



a. Activate the 'settings'-mode by rotating the mechanical key clockwise about 15-20 degrees for about 3 seconds. 
   Applying pressure until the blue indicator lights on， then releasing after 1 beep， the fingerprint scanner is ready.

b. Press the finger at the center of the fingerprint area. If the data is collected successfully the blue indicator 
    will flash once and a beep will sound to notify that one input is acquired. If there is a faulty input or any 
    failure， the red indicator will flash once and "tick" two times to signal invalid input.
c. Repeat step 'b' until 5 successful scans is acquired. A total of 5 scans is needed for any single fingerprint. 
d. After the final scan， a long beep will sound to indicate the successful fingerprint-profile acquisition.

Note:  a) 5 correct scans are required to enter a fingerprint.
         b) When adding a fingerprint， please spread out the fingerprint area scanned to get a comprehensive 
             fingerprint profile.
         c) Please try to paste the fingerprint on the whole sensor area when scanning.
         d) If any given fingerprint can open the door after fingerprint setting， which means the fingerprint record 
             failed， please refer to the instruction book to do fingerprint record again.

1 Adding fingerprints

Lock settings
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Hold for 3 seconds



Need Help? Contact Customer Support
Visit: https://www.datoaihome.com/pages/technical-support.
Email: service@datoiot.com. 

a. Activate the 'setting'-mode by rotating the mechanical key clockwise about 15-20 degrees.
b. Hold for about 5 seconds until a red indicator light flashes.
c. Release the mechanical key. All fingerprints will be removed after a long beep (restore factory default)， and ANY 
    fingerprint can now open the door.

2 Remove fingerprints

a. Press your finger on the fingerprint scanner. If the fingerprint is verified, the blue indicator will light shortly with 1 
    beep and the motor will trigger the door to open (changing to 'unlocked' state). Now you can turn the handle and 
   open the door. The 'unlocked' state will last for 6 seconds.
b. If the fingerprint is not verified， the red indicator will tick two times with 2 beeps. You cannot enter. Register your 
   fingerprint profile to enter.

3 Unlocking with fingerprint identification

a. Remove the plug that covers the mechanical key insertion-hole with the key-hole cover pin attached to the keys.
b. Insert the mechanical key and turn counterclockwise about 45 degrees to open the door.
    Note: please take good care of the mechanical key， which is a necessary accessory for emergency opening    
    and settings management.

4 Emergency Mechanical Key for Unlocking
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Trouble shooting
Q: No action or abnormal action found after the installation of lock.
A: Check the battery installation direction and battery poles for correct position. The battery cover may not be covered 
   properly.

Q: What to do if the battery is dead?
A: Open the lock by key and replace the battery timely (Please keep the mechanical key safe).

Q: How do I know the battery is almost dead?
A: You will be reminded every time you open the door when the battery is low power: red LED on front handle gives 5 
    continuous flashes and the lock will work for about 50 unlock times in this condition.

Q: How long does the battery life last?
A: About 1 year.

Q: The lock does not work properly after installation (e.g. unable to lock, or unable to open). 
A: Please refer to article 3 of Chapter 2 ("Preparing for installation" ) and the article 2 of Chapter 3 ("door lock installa
    tion")
   Please make sure that the position of the limit card to the outer handle is correct. Ensure the parallel and vertical 
    placement between the spindle pin and the handles is set according to the installation instructions. 
    Please refer to the installation instructions for details.
    If failure remains， please contact the customer service for assistance.

Q: Do I need to install the battery into the interior handle?
A: No need.

Q: The fingerprint recognition success rate is too low! Poor experience of fingerprint recognition.
A: a) 5 correct scans are required to enter a fingerprint.
    b) Please divide the fingerprint area of a finger that may be used for fingerprint recognition into 5 connected small 
       areas， each small area is approximately 70% -80% of the sensor area. And scan different small areas each time.
    c) Please try to paste the fingerprint on the whole sensor area  when scanning.
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Q: After setting the fingerprint, anyone who is not authorized can open the lock by using any fingerprints.
A: Likely the initial fingerprint recording failed. Please refer to the instruction book to do fingerprint record again (in the 
    article 1 of chapter 4 ﹃Lock settings﹄).

Q: What if I lose my key?
A: Immediately replace your lock with a new one. If you have concerns about security， we strongly recommend that you 
    unlock your lock as soon as possible with your fingerprints as to replace the lock.
    Notice that you cannot change your fingerprints without the mechanical key (please keep the key safe at all times!) 

Q: I want to remove someones fingerprint.
A: Please refer to the article 2 of chapter 4 "Lock settings". Please note that you cannot remove a single fingerprint 
    independently. 

Q: No App available for this lock?
A: This fingerprint lock does not use an app to save fingerprints or operate. Fingerprints are stored locally.
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Visit: https://www.datoaihome.com/pages/technical-support
Service line : (929)336-6777
Email: service@datoiot.com

Please don﹂t return it to the store
let us help you first



Specifications (Especificaciones)
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Low voltage warning Red LED with 5 continuous flashes

Information Indicator LED (blue， red， and white)， Buzzer

Fingerprint setting Mechanical key to trigger setting switch by 15-degree clockwise switching

Power Consumption 25uA for standby  and 200MA for actions

Battery 4x AAA batteries

Number of Fingerprints Up to 40 fingerprints to store and each fingerprint shall be recorded for 5 times

Fingerprint Sensor
Semiconductor fingerprint sensor with a resolution of 508DPI； capable of 
360° fingerprint identification and live fingerprint identification

Advertencia de batería baja Advertencia de batería baja

Indicador de información LED de dos colores (azul y rojo) con rotación de timbre

Configuración de huella digital Llave mecánica para activar el interruptor de ajuste girando 15 grados en sentido
a las manecillas del relo

Consumo de energía 25uA en standby - 200MA activa

Batería 4 pilas AAA

Capacidad de Huellas Digitales Almacena hasta 40 huellas digitales y cada huella deberá ser escaneada 5 veces
para su registro

Sensor de Huella Digital
Sensor semiconductor de Huella digital con una resolución de 508DPI； con 
capacidad de identificación de 360º de huellas digital vivas


